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IRREDUCIBLE SEMIGROUPS OF
FUNCTIONALLY POSITIVE NILPOTENT OPERATORS

YONG ZHONG

Abstract. For each irrational number 6 e (0, 1 ), we construct a semigroup

c9g of nilpotent operators on 5f2([Q, 1]) that are also partial isometries and

positive in the sense that the operator maps nonnegative functions to nonneg-

ative functions. We prove that each semigroup J/g is discrete in the norm

topology and hence norm-closed and that the weak closure of J/g is indepen-

dent of 6 . We show that each semigroup ¿?s has no nontrivial invariant

subspaces.

Consider the Hubert space J?2([0, 1]) with the Lebesgue measure m on

[0, 1]. An operator T on J?2([0, 1]) is called functionally positive (or simply,

positive) if T maps nonnegative functions to nonnegative functions. It has been

proven in [5] that certain multiplicative semigroups of positive quasinilpotent

operators are reducible, that is, all operators in the semigroup have a common

nontrivial invariant subspace. One may ask: Is every semigroup of positive

quasinilpotent operators reducible?

In [1, Theorem 1], Hadwin et al. constructed an irreducible semigroup of

nilpotent operators on a Hubert space such that every operator in the semi-

group has nilpotency two but is not positive in any sense. And in [3], Schaefer

provided a method of constructing a positive quasinilpotent operator on the

Hubert space of L2-functions of the unit circle such that the operator does not

have any nontrivial invariant subspaces corresponding to projections that are

multiplication operators induced by characteristic functions on the unit circle.

It is easy to see that neither of the two examples answers the above question.

In this paper, we answer the question negatively by constructing an irreducible

semigroup of positive nilpotent operators that are also partial isometries.

For every a £ [0, 1 ], we define Sn and Ta as follows:

A/)(0={f + O)    '^Jf^'t     /^<[0,>]),10 if t £ (1 - a, 1],

I J(t-a)    if t £ [a, 1],
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Clearly, Sa and Ta are well-defined bounded linear operators on J?2([0, 1]).

For convenience, we define Sa = Ta — 0 for all a > 1 . Still, we denote by Afy

the multiplication operator corresponding to 0 e J2?°°([0, 1], m).

Lemma 1. For any a £ [0, 1],

(i) Sa and Ta are positive operators.

(ii) S* = Ta, S0=T0 = I, Sx = Tx=0.
(iii) SaTa — MX[0       , TaSa = MX[a „ , awfi therefore, Sa and Ta are partial

isometries.

(iv) If a ¿I, then \\Sa\\ = \\Ta\\ = I .

Proof, (i) It is obvious that Sa and Ta are positive operators,

(ii) For any /, g £ J?2([0, 1]),

(Saf,g)=   f(SJ)(t)g(t)dt
Jo¡o

•\-api— a

/       f(t + a)g(t)dt
Jo

/   f(s)g(s-a)ds
Ja

Jo
/■I

(/, t;^>.

Thus, S* = TQ . Clearly, S0 = 7b = /, S, = T, = 0.
(iii) For any /, # e-2*2([0, 1]),

(SaTaf, g) = (Taf, Tag)

f
= /   f(t-a)g(t-a)dt

Ja

= /      f(s)g(s)ds
Jo

= \MxXa,\~a]J ' ¿?)-

Therefore, SaTa = M7m ,   ,. Similarly, TaSa = My.  ...

Since

^a\ = 7q¿q = J"/(a,i) >        IaIa = ¿ala = MX[0,_a]

are projections, we have that Sa and Ta are partial isometries.

(iv) It follows immediately from (iii).   D

Lemma 2. For any a£[0, 1) and any <p£^f°°([0, 1]),

(i) SaM,t, = MSa4,Sa , TaMj, = MTa<t,Ta .
(ii) M^Sa, SaM^, M^Ta,and TaM^ are all nilpotent operators.

Proof, (i) For any / e ¿z72([Q, 1]),

Sa (<l>f) = (Sa4>)(Saf).

Therefore,

(SaM+)f = Sa(4>f) = (Sa<p)(Saf) = (M^Sa)/.

Hence, 5aAf^, = MSa^Sa . Similarly, TaM$ = MTalj>Ta .
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(ii) It is obvious that (Sa)p = Spa for any positive integer p. Therefore, it

follows from (i) that

(M^Saf = M^Ms^ ■ ■ ■ MS(p_i]<t<j)Spa

for any positive integer p . Hence, (M^SaY = 0 for p large enough to satisfy

pa > 1. Thus, M^Sa is a nilpotent operator. Similarly, SaM,p, M^Ta, and

TaM^ are all nilpotent operators.    D

Lemma 3. If a, ß £ [0, 1 ], then

(i) SaSß = Sa+ß and Ta Tß = Ta+ß .

(ii)

1 MXiai_a]Sa_ß    ifa>ß.
SaTß = <

" c    - J  "
1 ß^a —  S     ,¿ n ,r

iiii)

r   Äyf T if„. ^   nMXXß.MTß-a      ifa<ß,

,. nSa_ß    if a > ß.M

Proof, (i) It is easy to check.

(ii) If a < ß, then by (i) and Lemma 1

Oa* ß — ¿alai ß-a ~ M X[Q  ,_    1 «_a.

If a > ß , then by (i), Lemma 1 and Lemma 2,

SaTß = Sa^ßSßTß = Sa-ßMX[a

= MSa-/,XiO,i-ß)Sa-ß = MX[0.\-alSa-ß-

(iii) The proof is similar to that of (ii).   D

In [4] it was proved that every positive operator S on =S?2([0, 1]) is a

pseudo-integral operator and that S is determined by a positive finite Borel

measure ps on [0, 1] x [0, 1] by the equation

(Sf,g)=[ f(y)g(x)Ps (dx, dy).
J[0,\]x[0,l]

For any a £ [0, 1], let

Ga = {(x,y)£[0, l]x[0, l]:y = x + a}

and
Fa = {(x,y)£[0, l]x[0, l]:y = x-a}.

It is easy to check that Sa is a pseudo-integral operator determined by pa,

where p.a is the positive finite Borel measure defined by the equation

pa(E) = m({x £ [0, l]:(x,y)£EC\Ga for some y £ [0, 1]}).

Similarly,   Ta is a pseudo-integral operator determined by va, where va is

defined by the equation

va(E) = m({x £ [0, l]:(x,y)£Er\Fa for some y e[0, 1]}).

Next we construct a multiplicative semigroup of positive nilpotent operators

that are also partial isometries and prove that the semigroup is irreducible.
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Choose an arbitrary irrational number 6 £ (0, 1).   Let S^ be the multi-

plicative semigroup generated by the set

{Sa ) The : a, b £ (0, 1) are rational numbers}.

Theorem 4. Suppose 0 6(0, 1) is irrational. Then the semigroup 5?$ consists

of positive nilpotent operators that are also partial isometries.

Proof. Easy to see that every operator in S% is a product of positive operators

and, therefore, positive itself.

By Lemma 3 (i), any 'word' in 5?$ looks like

for some integer n > 1, where a¡, b¡ £ (0, 1 ) are rational numbers and p¡,

q¡ are nonnegative integers for all j — 1, 2, ... , n and at least one of p¡, q}

is nonzero (/ = 1, 2, ... , n).

By Lemma 3, W is either 0, or A/^S^ with a - b > 0, or MvTt,-a

with a - b < 0, where a = VJ"=1 p¡a¡, b = 6 $3"=í q¡b¡, and cp and y/ are

characteristic functions of some intervals. Hence W is a partial isometry.

Clearly, a ^ b since 6 is irrational, and thus, by Lemma 2 (ii), W is a

nilpotent operator.    D

Now we prove that 5^e is discrete and irreducible. To do this, we need the

following lemmas.

Lemma 5. Let a £ [0, 1] and [a, b] bean interval in [0, 1]. Then \\MX[a b]Sa\\

= 1 ifMXlah]Sa¿0,and\\MX[ah]Ta\\ = l if MXia „,Ta + 0.

Proof. We only provide here the proof of the first part of this lemma. Since

the range of Sa is X[o,i-r.]=Si,2([0, 1]), the interval [a!, b'\ = [a, b]n[0, 1-q]

has length b' - a' > o' if M%    Sa ¿ 0 and

Clearly, \\MX[, h]Sn\\ < \\MXla h]\\ \\S„\\ = 1 .

Let / = X[a'+a,b'+«) ■ Then ||/|| = ||;v,A')|| ¿ 0 and S,J = Xia',b>] ■ There-
fore,

\\(MXl„.hlsr>)f\\ = \\(MXla, hl]sn)f\\ = ÍMtWhlAa-,y\\\ = Il/Il.

and hence, ||A^1(i>)5„|| > 1 . It follows that ||MZ|0i/i|5„|| = 1 .   D

Lemma 6. Suppose a, ß £ [0, 1] and E, F are two intervals in [0,1] such

that MXESn / MXhTß . Then \\MXESn - MXh.Tß\\ = 1 .

Proof. If either MXfSn or MXbTß is 0, then we are done by Lemma 5.

Suppose MuSn ¿ 0 and MXhTß ¿ 0. Then both E' = EC)[0, 1 - a] and
F' = F n [ß, 1] are intervals of length greater than 0. If a = ß = 0, then

S„ = Tß = I, and therefore, the result is obviously true. Thus we may assume

that a + ß > 0. By the definition of E', we can choose an interval [a, b]

satisfying 0<b-a<a + ß and

[a,b]CE' + aÇ[n, 1].

Hence

[a, b] - a -- [a - a, b - a] ç E'
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and, because b - a < a + ß ,

([a, b] - a) n ([a, b] + ß) = [a - a, b - a] n [a + ß , b + ß] = 0.

Let / = X[a, b] • Then / / 0 and

\\(MXESa - MXFTß)f\\2 = \\(MXE,Sa - MXE, Tß)f\\2

= \\XE'X[a,b]-a-XF'X[a,b]+ß\\2

- \\X[a,b]-a - XF'n{[a,b]+ß)\\

II Il2       il Il2
= IU[a,6]-all    + \\XF'n([a,b]+ß)\\

>  llXt^l-all2
- Il II2- IIX[a,6]ll

= ll/ll2-

It follows that \\MXESa - MXf Tß\>l.   D

Lemma 7. Suppose a, ß £ [0, 1 ] and E, F are two intervals in [0, 1 ]. Then

\\MXESa-MXFSß\\ > 1 if MXESa ¿ MXFSß and \\MXETa - MXETß\\ > 1 if

MXETa±MXETß.

Proof. For the first part of the lemma, if either a or ß is 0 or 1, then we

are done by Lemma 5, Lemma 6 and the fact that So = Tq = I. So we may

assume that 0 < a < ß < 1 . Therefore, by (ii) of Lemma 3,

\\MXESa - MXFSß\\ = \\MXESa - MXFSß\\ \\Ta\\

> \\MXESaTa - MXFSßTa\\

=   Il^£^[0,l-„1   ~ MXFMX\0.l-n^fi

\MXEn[0.i-„XT0 - MXFnX0A-ßXSß-a\\-

By Lemma 6, either

or

I^An,o.l-,.|70-^fn|0.l^|5/?-i»ll  >   !

MXKnXo.i-„XT0 - MXFr,X0A-ßXSß-<> = °-

Thus, either

\\MXESa~MXFSß)\>l

or

MXESn - MXFSß = MXEn{OI_n]Sn - MXFniOI_ß]Sß

= (MXFn[0.l-„] - MxFnXo.l-ßlSß-«)S<>

= 0.

Since Tn = (Sn)* and Tß = (Sß)*, we have

(MXET(t - MXFTßY = SaMXE - SßMXh

= Ms„XESn - MSßXFSß

= MXt_Jn - MXF_pSß.

Thus, the second part of the lemma follows directly from the first part.    □
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Theorem 8. Suppose 6 £ (0, 1) is irrational. Then the norm-distance between

any two distinct elements of <9g is at least 1. Therefore, the semigroup S^e is

discrete and, hence, norm-closed in S§(2'2(]fj, 1])).

Proof. From the proof of Theorem 4, any element in ¿Pg is of the form MXESa

or MXETß where E and F are intervals in [0, 1] and a = a-bd , ß - cB-d

are in [0,1] for some rational numbers a, b, c, and d. Thus, the result

follows immediately from Lemma 6 and Lemma 7.   D

Theorem 9. Suppose 6 £ (0, 1) is irrational. Then for any a£[0, 1], Sa and
-WOT -WOT

Ta are in the weak closure <9q        of S% . Consequently, S%        is selfadjoint

and independent of 6 .

Proof. Clearly, Si = Ti=0eS%.
For any a £ [0, 1), choose a decreasing sequence {a,} of rational numbers

in (0,1) such that lim a¡ = a.  We claim that Sa is the weak limit of the
-WOT

sequence {Saj} , and hence, Sa £ Sq

We need to show that

(Sajf,g)^(Saf,g) (J^OO)

for all / and g in 5f2([0, 1]). Since \\Saj\\ = 1 for all / and since C([0, 1])

is dense in ¿¿f2([0, 1]), it suffices to show that

(Sajf,g)^(Saf,g) t/-óo)

for all / and g in C([0, 1]).
Suppose / and g are in C([0, 1]). For any positive number e > 0, by the

continuity of / we can find a number ô > 0 such that

\f(x)-f(y)\<S
whenever x, y £ [0, 1] and \x - y\ < ô.  Since lima, = a, we can find a

positive integer N such that

\Uj - a\< min(e, Ö)

for all /' with j >N.
Therefore, for any /, j > N,

\(Satf,g)-(Saf,g)\
p\— üj pi—a

=   /       f(x + aj)g(x)dx- /       f(x + a)g(x)dx
Jo Jo

=   /        f(x + aj)g(x)dx- I        f(x + a)g(x)dx
Jo Jo

+
i> 1 —a

/       f(x + a
Jl-a.

)g(x)dx

-Ll-a,

\f(x + aj) - f(x + a)\\g(x)\dx

+
pi—a

/       \f(x + a
Jl-aj

)\\g(x)\dx

<«Híllao + («y-'o)lt/1loo||í||oo

<e||?lloo(l + ||/||oo).
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Thus,

(Sajf, g) - (Saf, g) ÍJ-OO).

Similarly, by choosing a decreasing sequence {bj} of rational numbers in
-WOT

(0,1) with limbjd = a , we can prove that Ta £ J/g
-WOT

Since Sa and Ta are in J/g        and S* — Ta for any a £ [0, 1 ], we have
_WOT

that J/g        is selfadjoint.
-WOT

We now prove that J/g is independent of 8.  Let 8X  and 82 be two

irrational numbers in (0,1). For every a £ [0, 1], by what we just proved,

Sa and Ta are the weak limits of sequences of operators in J/g, . Let W be
-WOT

an arbitrary operator in S%1. To prove that W is in «yg, , we may assume

that W ^ 0. From the proof of Theorem 4, W is in the form of Mx b]Sa

or Mx b]Ta for some interval [a, b] ç [0, 1] and some number a £ [0, 1).

Choose a sequence {[a,, ft,-]} of subintervals of [a, b] with the property that

lim a¡ = a and lim b¡ = b . Then it is easy to check that Mx b] is the strong

limit of the sequence {MX[a i;]} . However, by (iii) of Lemma 1,

*%.;.*,! = Mx[¡¡rMMx[a.b]X = TaiSajSx_bJTX-bj

for every integer /. We can choose {[a,, £/]} so that all Mx b are in J/g,

because <yg, is a semigroup. Thus Mx b] is the strong limit of a sequence of

operators in J/g, . It follows that W7 is the weak limit of a sequence of operators
-WOT -WOT       -WOT

in S%1 , and hence Sie2 ç J?^        . Consequently, ^g2        ç ,5^!
_WOT       -WOT -WOT       -WOT

Similarly, we have ^        ç <9g2       . Therefore, 5%x        = S^2       .   D

Theorem 10. Suppose 6 £ (0, 1) ¿s irrational. Then the algebra generated by

the semigroup J/g ¿s weakly dense in &(¿2?2([0, 1])).

Proof. Let j/ be the weakly closed algebra generated by the semigroup ¿?g.
-WOT

Then S% C sé .    It follows that  sé   is selfadjoint.    To prove  sé   =

&(£?2([0, 1])), we only need to show that the commutant sé' of sé is trivial.
-WOT -WOT

Since J/g        Ç sé and Sa and T„ are in y% for any a £ [0, 1], we

have that sé contains all multiplication operators corresponding to character-

istic functions of intervals in [0, 1] by (iii) of Lemma 1. Thus sé contains

all multiplication operators M^ with </> £ ^f°°([0, 1]). It follows that any

projection in the commutant sé' is of the form MXe for some measurable set

EQ[0, 1].
Let £ be a measurable set in [0,1] such that MXE is a projection in the

commutant sé'. Then for any a £ [0, 1], we have that

(Sa + TX„„)MXE = MXE(Sa + r,_„).

Note that (Sa + Tx_!t)X[o, i] = X[o,\) ■ Therefore we have

(Sa + Tx-„)XE = Xe-

For all nonnegative integers n , calculating the Fourier coefficients

[(Sn + Tx_n)MXEr(n)
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of (Sa + TX-a)MXE directly, we have that

[(Sa + Tx_a)MXEr(n) = e2«"aTE(n).

By the fact that (Sa + Tx_u)xe = Xe for all a G [0, 1], we get that xi{n) = 0
for all integers n ^ 0. Thus Xe is a constant function, and hence, MXE is

either 0 or the identity operator. It follows that the commutant sé' of sé is

trivial.   G

Corollary 11. Suppose 6 £ (0,1) is irrational. Then the semigroup <9e is

irreducible.

Proof. It follows directly from Theorem 10.   D

Remark. The operators Sa and Ta (a £ [0, 1]) are so-called Bishop-type op-

erators. Some nice properties of the Bishop-type operators can be found in [2]

and in the references at the end of [2].

It is easy to see that the index of nilpotence of operators in 5?e is not bounded

for any irrational 6 £ (0, 1). Hadwin et al. [1, Theorem 6] proved that an

algebra of nilpotent operators is simultaneously triangularizable if the index of

nilpotence is bounded. Thus, it is natural to ask the following question:

Question. Is it true that any semigroup of positive nilpotent operators is re-

ducible if the index of nilpotence is bounded?
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